Abstract. The application of mathematical symbols and formulas in a certain discipline of the society always promote its development, which facilitate the mutual progress of the human beings. The common symbols used throughout the world include mathematical languages, musical symbols, English words etc. Actually, there exists another common conception in the society: responsibility which can have symbol language and logic expressions. Based on this, we carried out research and reached following conclusions: 1. The letter R (responsibility) plus eigenvalues of (-1,0, n,+1) was used to represent the high and low order (R(L,H)) of responsibility, and the basic units and total formula of responsibility were obtained. 2. The essential law behind the responsibility phenomena can be expressed using logic formulas.3. This set of responsibility symbol languages can be used in education, computer, artificial intelligence, robot etc.
Introduction
In this manuscript, we give up the old epitaxial research Paradigms [1] and bring responsibility from the macroscopic vision to the microstructural world. We use the vector analysis method of "object and force" in physics and reduce the social nature of responsibility to the vector structures like the directions and magnitudes of force. By using the relative and equivalence theory, we create the responsibility matrix through mathematical hypothesis and geometry characteristic function deduction. Also, the basic unit of responsibility, the general formula of responsibility and the definition of narrow sense of responsibility were presented. A complete system of responsibility dynamics (RD) languages and logical expressions of responsibility phenomena (RP) were created.
Responsibility Matrix
We define general responsibility (GR) as: The sum of evaluations of all the human social-actions(Sa) [2] in the social-relations (Sr). Based on this definition, we can obtain the following mathematical sets:
Responsibility= {human, social action, social relationship, evaluation}.
(human, social action, social relationship, evaluation)∈GR +
Deduction 1. [responsibility, evaluation]
Traditionally, when people talk about responsibility, it is generally expressed as: "obey or disobey, fulfilled or unfulfilled, good or bad" and so on. Such evaluations usually have two different sides such as "up and down", "yes or no", "excellent, qualified, failed (A,B,C,D)" etc. Considering such opposite structure of evaluation, we consolidate these evaluations with two responsibility states: Low order (L) and High order (H) for quantitative and qualitative analysis. High order (H) means reaching the evaluations, while low order (L) means the evaluations were unreached. which can be further simplified as : R(L,H). we obtain the mathematical formula of the responsibility evaluations:
Conclusion Formula 1: R=R(L，
， ， ， H) or ‫܀‬ ሺ‫ۺ‬ሻ ሺ۶ሻ
Deduction 2. {Human, evaluation}
In the responsibility evaluation system, human is either "evaluating" or "being evaluated", The evaluator is then defined as responsibility object and evaluatee as responsibility subject (Table 1) . in order to use "human being" as the reference system in GR, the concept of " human being" can be substituted by "responsibility subject and object (R（s-o）) ". All the social value formations which is used to evaluate or be evaluated can be further connected with the physical conception of "Force". This force can be defined as R(s-o) driving force f(x), which can be expressed using the system of inequalities （ （ （ （ Table 2） : 
Comments: R=0 is a constant, If R=+1, x1（L）=0，f(x1)
0，+1）is the eigenvalue of Direction According to conclusion formula The total mathematical formula of GR can be proved. Four responsibility units and eight high and low orders can be simplified as 4R8O. , which is similar to the musical notes.
Responsibility Phenomenology(RP): Ra(L, H) and Rb(L,H)Logic Expressions
This RP can usually happen in everyday life. For example, Tom cleans the office every day, after a long time, his colleagues are used to this. One day he does not clean, and his colleagues start to blame him:" Why you don't clean the office?" First of all, we can use the responsible unit for analysis. Tom's daily cleaning is in the scope of "should do" responsibility (narrow sense of responsibility), which is belonging to the unit R3 (+1). As time passes, colleagues have confused it as "must do", which is belonging to the unit R1 (0). This phenomenon can be expressed by means of mathematical logic, "R3 (+1) = R1 (0)". We call this kind of responsibility phenomenon that can be compared by logical expression as responsibility phenomenon. Logical expressions can be represented by "+", "=", "≠", ">". Its structure is shown as Table 5 . 
indicates that there are two units of responsibility in a phenomenon, and "+" means a combination of responsibilities； 2."Ra(L,H)=Rb(L,H)" indicates the kind of phenomenon that Ra was confused with Rb; 3."Ra(L,H) ≠Rb(L,H)" indicates that people often say "this is not equal to that!" to distinguish or emphasize the difference and importance of two different responsibility concept; 4."Ra(L,H)>Rb(L,H)" indicates that there are two responsibility units with priority order (one from two) in one RP.
Mathematical expressions of RP:
The first law of RP: Ra(L, H)≠Rb(L,H) Any unit of responsibility has different definitions, and it is not equal to, or equivalent to other units. This law is the cognitive language of responsibility in our daily life. People usually say: "Capability "R2 (n)" doesn't mean cooperation "R3 (+1)".This is the phenomenon "R2 (n) ≠ R3 (+1)"."Naughty child "R1 (-1)" doesn't mean capable "R2 (n)". This is the phenomenon "R1 (-1) ≠ R2 (n)" phenomenon. "Often late" "R1 (-1)" does not mean poor ability "R2 (0)". This is the phenomenon "R1 (-1) ≠ R2 (0)".
The second law of RP: Ra(L, H)=Rb(L,H)
Any unit of responsibility may be equivalent, confused or mistaken with other responsibility units in our life. The law can be used to explain the aggrieve or satisfying feelings of human who was misunderstood.
The third law of RP: Ra(L, H)>Rb(L,H)
In a particular responsibility event, if there exist more than one 4R8O, at least we can choose one with the best priority, which also proved that R (L) in specific circumstances are better than R (H). This law can train human the thinking model of "Responsibility priority analysis.
A kid fell into his neighbors' big water tank, his friend Guang Sima raised a stone and pound the big water tank calmly instead of finding adults for help like other children, and then the kid was saved in time. This classic story shows Guang Sima is so witty. Now we can use the priority order "Ra (L, H)> Rb (L, H)" to explain it. In this story, the practice of other kids to find adults is "R3 (+1)", while Guang Sima pounding the big water tank is "R1 (-1)". So his witty can be expressed as "R1 (-1)> R3 (+1)".
The fourth law of RP: Ra（
Tom's work performance is very good "R2 (n)", but he is always late and doesn't care the regulations "R1 (-1)". This is the phenomenon "R2 (n) + R1 (-1)". Tom runs the red light R1 (-1) for saving people "R3 (+1)". This is the phenomenon "R3 (+1) + R1 (-1)". An employee is not only having good performance "R2 (n)" but also is helpful "R3 (+1)". This is the called "R2 (n) + R3 (+1)" phenomenon.
The expression style of mathematical symbolic language of responsibility can be used in our daily life. It can greatly improve the cognition ability on the essence of responsibility of the people all over the world. Moreover, the basic symbols of responsibility and the logical expressions of RP can be applied in many fields such as education, management, personality character testing and artificial intelligence, similar to the mathematical symbols and musical symbols.
Case 1: Known conditions: Tom doesn't have great achievements, but he likes to help others. Question: How about the responsibility character of Tom? RP analysis: Common achievements=R2(0), Help others=R3（+1）
Answer: Tom's responsibility character: R2(0)+ R3(+1) Case 2: Known conditions：Responsibility character: R4(c)+R2(n) Question: List the typical RP, RD and RP is a systematic meta-theory subject, in this manuscript, only the key theory and applications were presented here. We will further discuss the related knowledge later.
Conclusions
In conclusion, we demonstrated the basic systems of RD and created the meta-theory of the responsibility matrix. The responsibility unit with high and low order structure was characterized using mathematical symbols. The general formula of GR was put forward. The responsibility theory lay a strong basis for future development and applications in many fields such as education, management etc. In combination with the responsibility symbol languages and the colloquial definitions (must do, should do, try to do, choose to do), this theory is easy to be understood and studied. It can benefit all over the people in the world, and improve human's recognition on responsibility. It will bring us a brand-new thinking model!
